Revision & Study Guide
IF YOU STUDY TO
REMEMBER,
YOU WILL FORGET,
IF YOU STUDY TO
UNDERSTAND,
YOU WILL
REMEMBER!

KNOWLEDGE IS
POWER,
BUT
ENTHUSIASM PULLS
THE
SWITCH!

FOR EVERY
MINUTE
SPENT ORGANISING,
AN HOUR IS
EARNED!

AN ORGANISED
SPACE
CREATES CLARITY
AND
CLARITY ATTRACTS
SUCCESS!

Revision & Study…
•

The thought of exams can be daunting and lots of students
just don’t know where to start.

•

This Revision & Study Guide contains lots of hints, tips and
ideas to get you started.

•

The best tip of all is “get it under control, start early and find
what works for you!

Getting Started – Get Planning
Add in time for breaks and lunch – its important to
keep eating and hydrated! Be realistic – you are
more likely to do it if you don’t put too much
pressure on yourself!

Colour code your revision guide to show other
commitments including school time, chill time,
homework, other activities

If a weekly planner stresses you out… why not have
a daily planner instead?

Use masking tape to stick it to your wall, this way you can
take it down without damaging the paintwork! You can
also move it to where you are revising – parents,
grandparents, friends, weekends away…
Add in enough break time for you to do something nice!
Remember, to add in eat, drink, sleep, bath etc
If you know you need a lie in at the weekend – add it in!
This timetable is a good example of this in action!

Use post-it notes instead of writing onto the revision
timetable
This way you can change the order or amend the content
without needing to re-write it all!

Use a monthly overview revision timetable as a
visual representation on your wall.
You can remove it month by month to represent
how long you have until you finish!

Add in a notes section on the front or back of your revision
timetable. This way you can add in reminder, points to
revisit etc

Add happy notes or inspirational quotes to help
inspire you! Or… add them as you go along to make
you focus on something positive!

Split the day up into ½ hour chunks
Switching revision increases focus and avoids boredom!

Maximising your Memory
•

When you are planning to revise and study, you need to plan your tasks to make sure you are using your
Declarative Memory in the morning and your Semantic Memory in the afternoon/evenings. Use this
guide to help you plan the best time to study:

Morning: 8-12pm

Mid-Day: 12-2pm

Afternoon: 2-6pm

Best time to revise for:
• Test-review tasks
• Problem-solving tasks
• Report-writing tasks
• Maths tasks

Best time to revise for:
• Movement tasks
• For example: art,
music, PE

Best time to revise for:
• Heavy reading tasks
• For example: history,
literature

Location, Location, Location
•

Choosing the best place to revise is vital. It can help maximise your concentration and efficiency. You need to decide:
– Where is going to be quiet, with the least distractions
– Where you feel comfortable and can take regular breaks
– Where you can get support and guidance
Home:

School

Library:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

No travel required
Familiar surroundings
WiFi connection
Open 24/7
Can take regular breaks
Support from peers/parents

At a Study Buddy’s:

Park:

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Same benefits as being at
home
Supported revision
Peer testing
Safe environment

Exam ready environment
Support from peers/staff
Minimal distractions
Group revision with friends
Access to resources
Safe environment

Quiet if you find the right spot!
Fresh air
Ability to take a quick break

http://www.rocketmemory.com/articles/memory-improvement/

Total silent environment
Fewer distractions
Access to resources
Access to ICT facilities
Safe environment

How to Revise – Getting Started
1: Start Early!
Cramming leads to stress!
Start Early – Start Smart!

5: Take Comfort Breaks!
You need to have a rest –
remember its important to
eat, drink and exercise!

2: Plan Your Time!
Make sure your revision plan
is balanced – divide your
time up between subjects

6: Get a Study Buddy!
Teaching someone else is a
good revision technique – it
helps both of you!

3: Find your Study Space!
Find somewhere you won’t
be distracted or somewhere
you are supported!

7: Test Yourself!
Do past papers to get used to
the format of the exam – try
marking them yourself with
the mark scheme

4: Mix it Up!
Try different revision
methods to find what works
for you!

8: Eat Healthily & Rest!
Your well-being is important
–get enough sleep and make
sure you don’t miss meals!

Ways to Revise
GCSE Pods

Revision
Websites

Past
Papers

www.gcsepod.com
Each pod is a highly concentrated, 3-5 minute
burst of audio-visual learning and specialist
subject knowledge. You can listen to them
wherever you have your mobile phone and
Internet access

www.getrevising.co.uk
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/revision
www.s-cool.co.uk
These are just a few of the websites available to
help you revise – see your subject teachers for
subject-specific websites – there are loads!

Flash Cards help to improve memory because they
require active recall. They are also good if you study
with your study buddy.

Highlight your notes to identify key words in one
colour and key phrases in another!
But… don’t leave it there!
Research shows that highlighting is not effective on its
own. It is important that you then do something with
the highlighted notes. Think about creating a mind
map; think about linking keywords; think about
transferring the information onto your revision flash
cards etc

Go to the exam board’s website. Here you will be
able to access past exam papers and download
them for completion at home – you can also
download the mark scheme

http://www.rocketmemory.com/articles/memory-improvement/

Mind maps help you understand and absorb
information.
Mind maps involves a combination of imagery, colour
and visual-spatial arrangement which has a greater
impact than simple note-taking.
Start by creating the main branches for the main
topics from your notes and then see what you can
recall from memory

Work Out Your Revision Style
•

We all learn in different ways. Some of us like reading, some of us like sketching, some of us like listening. The important thing to
remember when preparing for your exams is to find out what works for you!

Mr Aston says…
“Personally I could not sit still for more than ten minutes so I found revision
difficult. So, myself and like minded individual got together and chose
certain topic eg the corn laws in history (dull as dishwater) and presented the
key points in an interesting way to the other person. Who would then repeat
the main points back. Then we’d answer some questions together. Working
like this was the reason I passed all my exams and I have continued to use
same technique at A level and uni. The process became more imaginative
and creative eg role plays and impressions of David Attenborough were a
common theme.”
Mrs Brierley says…
“Virtually everybody uses mnemonics, even if they don’t realise it! It’s a
simple way of memorising information so that it “sticks” in your brain longer
and can be recalled more easily in the future. Mnemonics were used in the
Ancient Greek times!
Some are a little strange / silly but that all helps in the memorising 
ARITHMETIC: A Rat In The House May Eat The Ice Cream”
Mrs Lee says…
“Past papers were the way for me and got me through some of the
challenging subjects. Revision was a bit like sport, you have to practice over
and over again (even if it’s the same practice or paper) to pass my Maths I did
the same papers for weeks! ”

Mr Lyne says…
“If you are dyslexic , including a visual with each of the key words, and making links helps with
memorising.
Writing out the keywords in different colours and fonts helps also with spellings.”
Miss Oldfield says…
“The idea of creating revision cards with the question/term on one side and the answer on the
other is a good one. You can test each other, or use them on your own. Swapping revision
cards with your friends gives you a different set of questions too!”

Mrs Cresswell says…
“I think highlighter pens are a great revision aid – using colours to categorise notes or highlight
key words.
Write down the definitions of the highlighted key words and get someone to test you on them.
This always worked for me.”
Mrs Aitken says…
“One tip I learnt was not to keep revising the things you know already - it's the easy option and
makes you feel like you are doing something but you're not embedding anything new!! So
use coloured post-it notes to flag up pages in your notes / revision guides; green (I know
this), amber (I know some of this but not securely), red (I am not confident, must revise/get
help).”

http://www.rocketmemory.com/articles/memory-improvement/

Involving Parents / Carers
Exams are stressful for YOU! But…they are also stressful for those around you at home! Parents / Carers want to know what
they can do to help, worry that you are not doing enough, worry that you are doing too much, worry that the house isn’t quiet
enough!
Print out this week’s Revision Tip PowerPoint for when your parents / carers when they ask that all important question:
What can I do to help you?”

1: Print a Revision Timetable

2: Reward Short-Term Goals

3: Get Them Equipped

4: Provide the Environment

Get a copy of the exam timetable and
put it somewhere visible. Knowing
the days and times of the exams can
help you make sure you child gets to
the exams on time or get an early
night for morning exams!

Promising the BIG treat at the end of
the exam is a big carrot on a very
long stick! Give rewards for shortterm goals eg after x-hours of
revision treat them – it doesn’t have
to be anything costly – run them a
nice hot bubble bath, take the dog
for a walk, an hour of TV, Facetime
with friends, coffee and cake?

Buy new stationery – pens, pencils,
rubbers, highlighters, post-it notes,
scientific calculator, protractor, ruler,
pencil sharpener, compass etc!
School will remind you to send your
child in with their correct equipment
for the big exams but they need to
bring the standard equipment to
every exam!

Help your child to revise in a variety
of environments. Take them out for
a coffee and read a book whilst they
revise, take them on a weekend away
and schedule revision time and
relaxation time, let them have the
lounge and you go upstairs! Provide
the right lighting, temperature and
conditions
to
make
them
comfortable
in
their revision
environment.

Involving Parents / Carers
5: Help with Timing

6: Encourage Exercise

7: Provide a Good Diet

8: Make a Revision Playlist

Lots and lots of students worry that
they will run out of time in the exam.
Help by being the time-keeper when
you child is doing past papers or
individual questions. Remember this
is part of the learning, they may need
more time to start with and build up
to that exact time!

Physical exercise releases endorphins
which help to lift our mood! Make
sure their revision timetable builds in
time for exercise – going to the gym,
for a walk, playing netball/football
will all help when things are getting
tough!

Make sure you child has a balanced
diet during the exam period,
especially breakfast on the morning
of an exam! Provide snacks for them
to have just before the exam.
Provide brain food and slow release
energy foods ie oily fish, eggs, dark
leafy greens, peanut butter, green
tea, fresh fruit etc. Do some research
and find some recipes to provide that
varied diet? Make sure they keep
hydrated too!

Research says that background music
gets better results than background
noise when revising! Music releases
dopamine which helps us to see
rewards and take actions to move
towards them!
Help your child
create a suitable revision playlist.
Avoid rock / rap, add quiet calming
music to block out annoying
background noise from inside and
outside your home.

9: Sort a Revision File

10: Set a Bed-Time Routine

11: Avoid Nagging

12: Make Time for a Chat

Trawling through the Internet to find
and print past papers or questions
takes a lot of time! Help you child
out by doing this for them. Get a list
of their exams and produce a file
with the syllabus and past papers
with the mark schemes so they can
pick and mix from it.

A good night’s sleep is important
every night but more so during the
exam period. Help your child get to
bed on time – there’s always a
temptation to keep on revising for
another ½ hour! Help that bed-time
routine by having supper ready at the
right time and encouraging them to
stop!

You may see it as giving
encouragement, your child might see
it as “nagging”. Does it matter that
their room is untidy, do they really
need to do their chores (unless it’s a
positive break), do they need to walk
the dog or clean out the guinea pigs?
Avoid any unnecessary distractions
for this short window in their lives.

Make sure you make time so your
child can tell you about their day!
Help them to not dwell on the errors
or mistakes they think they have
made – keep it positive! Help them
focus on the next day with simple
prompts like “what have you got
next?”, “Do you need any help
with…?”

Tips for Exam Days
Physical Strategies
Sleep:

Food:

Drink:

You won’t perform well if you are tired!
Getting a few extra hours sleep may be
better than revising for an extra hour or
two!

Avoid a heavy meal before an exam. If
you eat too much your brain will use its
energy to digestion!
But…don’t skip a meal because your
brain does need fuel!

Avoid drinking diuretics. These are the
drinks that contain caffeine. Drink
water instead. Diuretics will make you
need the toilet more during your exam!

Temperature:

Breathing:

Exam rooms can be very cold even
when it’s hot outside. Make sure you
wear layers – this way you can add on
or take off depending on the
temperature.

Calm yourself down at the start of an
exam by controlling your breathing.
Inhale through the nose for a count of 6
and out through the mouth for a count
of 6.

http://www.goodluckexams.com/what-to-do-on-the-day-of-an-exam/

Tips for Exam Days
Psychological Strategies
Positive Thinking:

Arrive Early:

Avoid Negative Conversations:

The mind and body are interconnected.
Positive thoughts can help to manage
your heart rate, skin temperature and
help you keep calm. Think positive
thoughts before the exam!

Make sure you set off to arrive at the
exam without having to rush and
increase stress levels. Don’t arrive too
early though – this can be as bad!

Avoid speaking to anyone who is
negative before the exam. There will
always be that person who says “I am
dreading this”, “I haven’t done enough
revision”. This negative energy is not
useful to you!

Come Equipped:

Focus Your Time:

Read Carefully:

Pack your bag the night before your
exam. Make sure you have the right
equipment to do the exam, plus water,
plus snacks, plus an extra layer of
clothing!

Don’t get distracted by others – you
start to image all sorts – “why are they
still writing?”, “Oh no, I’ve not finished
yet and everyone else has”.
Concentrate on you and your
performance.

Read instructions and each question
carefully so you know what to do for
papers / questions. Budget your time so
you finish the paper. Don’t leave the exam
room early – as soon as you get out, you
will remember something!

http://www.goodluckexams.com/what-to-do-on-the-day-of-an-exam/

